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In t ro due tion

In papers dealing with the operation of electrical cir-
cuits which use electron tubes, as well as in the design of
radio equipment using electron tubes, certain properties of
the tube appear to be of much importance. This pamphlet de-
scribes apparatus used at the Bureau of Standards for measur-
ing some of these properties.

Those included are.

I Combination alternating-current bridge for measure-
ment of

(1) Internal input resistance
(2) Internal output resistance
(5) Amplification coefficient

II Arrangement for measurement of
(1) Direct—current characteristics
(2) Power output of generator tubes

III Measurement of detection factor

There are other important factors which are not covered
by this letter circular. Some of the more important of these
are, inter-electrode capacities mutual conductance, and de-
tection factors defined differently from the one included in
Part III.

The methods of measurement used have been described by
several wri ters *

_

on the subject and th i s paper is intended to
* J.M.Miller, Proc . I.Ec’.E.

,
June 1918.""

H.JcVan der Bijl 1?The Thermionic Vacuum Tube 11 Chap. VII
J.H.Morecrof t "Brine ip pes o f Radio C ommun ication 11 Chap. VI

give convenient circuit arrangements that may be used for the
rapid determination of the various properties with the values
of the circuit constants that have been found most convenient.

I . Comb inat ion _A1 te rnat i ng-Current 3 ridge for th e

Measureme nt of Internal Input Resistance, Internal Output

Resistance, and Amplification Coefficient

This bridge is an alternating-current bridge which by
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simple switching arrangements may be used to measure internal
input resistance

,
internal output resistance, and amplifica-

tion coefficient under any condition of grid voltage plate
voltage and filament current* The principle involved in
each of these measurements can be seen by reference to Pig.

I

In eacn case che contact on the slide wire is varied until
tnere is no sound in the telephone receivers* When this con

—

xioion is sayisxied the value of the factor desired is given
by the relation indicated.

The complete circuit arrangement is given in Pig, 2 in
which

1 and 2 are SPOT switches,
3 is a SP3T switch,
^ ^

8

and 15 are terminals to which auxiliary
apparatus is connected as indicated,

9 - fi lamen t amrne ter,
10 - grid voltmeteg

standard receiving tube socket,
terminals for connecting non-standard tubes
slide wire,
Two—stage audio—frequency amplifier,
ground terminal
Standard ‘‘esistance box, variable from 0-100 000
ohms

,

’

11
12
13
14

Ct

75

R^ - filament rheostat
gm — gi'id voltage divider
0*3 ~ Rheostat 0—10000 ohms
Ra ~ Rheostat 0—1000 ohms
R
5 - Voltage divider 0-1000 ohms

v
s

,

- Reversing switch by means of which the grid
may oe made either positive or negative with respect to the
negative side of the filament, as indicated by the + and -
signs on she switch#

(1) Measurement of internal Input resistance (

r

r .

)

S
Switches, 1 . Closed at a

2. Closed at c
3, Open

When the
reduced to the

switches are as indicated the circuit may be
s impli f isd di agrarn • pig . la ,

The tub e t

o

connected to the
oe measured is
terminals 0, P—

Placed in the socket 11 or
Pi

,
P shown at 12 in Pig. 2.
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A filament battery is connected to the terminals at 4 and the
current indicated, by the ammeter (9), adjusted by the rheostat

Hi to the desired value. Between the two cf the three ter—

^

minaif at 8 marked "Plate Bat.” is connected a battery which,

must have the exact plate voltage desired as no means :.s

provided for varying this voltage except by the addition
of series cells. A voltage divider cannot be used because or

the extra resistance inserted in the plate circuit. A battery
giving the voltage desired for the grid is connected to ter-
minals 5. All the batteries must be placed ,near the appara-
tus and connected with as short leads as possible so as to
minimise induction from any a.c. sources. Tfte audio—frequency
generator used may be either an alternating-current machine or

an electron tube generating set. It is desirable that it be
capable of being varied over the audible rangO although this
is not necessary. Best settings may be obtained with fre-
quencies of 1000 to 1500 cycles per second.

A high—resistance direct—current voltmeter having a

resistance of 100,000 ohms or more, is connected’, to the ter-
minals at 8 marked ”?late 7M.” The telephone receivers used
for indicating a null point are connected to the second stage
of the amplifier unless there is 'too much noise &ue to induc-
tion to make an accurate setting, in which case mO asurements
may be made with less accuracy using .irmly one stswge sim-

plification. The grid voltage, indicated by the '^iltneter
(10), is adjusted by the voltage * divider R0 to the desired
operating point, R is set at 100,000 ohms and the s.lide wire
adjusted for a minimum sound in the phones. Further* adjust-
ments are made by changing -the position of the slide 17 of Ha

>

until the best minimum is obtained, then readjusting the slide
wire, repeating this operation until almost a complete silence
is obtained for the minimum. It will be noticed that .RA is

a resistance across the input leads, with a variable midpoint
at which the ground is connected. It is possibel to c or/npen-

sate for capacity—to—ground effects almost entirely by c.hang-
ing the position of the ground in RA . When there is complete
silence in the phones T then

If it is desired to measure the alternating current
voltage applied to the tube during a. measurement a low-
voltage a.c. voltmeter (for example a high resistance thermo-
element and micro-ammeter calibrated in volts) may be connect-
ed across the input terminals (7, Pig. 2). It is evident
that the alternating current grid voltage is equal to the
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voltage drop across (see Fig. la) when silence is obtained in
the phones T. Then the impressed voltage

Gg = x\ S
rI+r2*%

v/here E is the voltage impressed on the "bridge and measured by
the voltmeter connected across the input terminals*

If the input resistance of the tube is high (over 10 b ohms)
difficulty will be experienced in making accurate settings and
accuracy of the bridge decreases.

(2) Measurement of internal output resistance

Switches 1. Closed at b
2, Closed at c

u o up bn

»

When the switches are as indicated the circuit arrangement
reduces to that of Fig. 1 {'b ) .

Resistance P is set at ah cut 50C00 ohms and the point C on

the slide wire adjusted until a minimum is obtained. H/ i?
adjusted along with the slide wire until complete silence is

obtained in the telephone receivers. If the ratio 1% is too

large or too small for accuracy then
setting near the middle of the slide
with two or more values of R and the

R is changed to bring the
wire. Readings are taken
results averaged.

With silence in the phones

This measurement includes the resistance of the plate batter
which for ne\v colls can be neglected in comparison witn the re-
sistance of the tube.

(3) Measurement of the amplification constant (n)
i

Switches 1. open
2. closed at d
3. closed

This arrangement of switches reduces the circuit



*
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/

Z3

to that of 11g. 1 (c)

The slide wire and 3 are adjusted for minimum sound
as described above and when 'silence is obtained

Gen oral

In ’all the preceding measurements, and especially in the

measurement of r„, care should be t alien to deep the alternating
current input as’°low ass possible consistent with accurate settin
o f th c s 1 i do wir c

,

When adjusting' for minimum sound in measuring ju, the im-
portance of adjusting PM closely is not marled, as it docs not
affect the slide wire setting appreciably, but in all the other
measurements

,
changes in affect both the amount of sound at

the minimum, md the setting of the slide wire
,
so IP must be

adjusted carefully to obtain a minimum as close to silence as
possible. This is best done by moving the slider of 3* back
and forth over the minimum point and at the same time turning
the slide wire (13) slowly in one direction until the nearest
to complete silence is obtained when 34 passes its minimum point
?., is left at this point and the final' adjustment made on the
slide wire.

Tubes should be left burning for two to five minutes be-
fore making measurements to allow them to g ome to p cojiditio.iT of
stability.

II. Determination 0 f Direc t-Gnrren t Charge

t

eris t ic

s

and Pot er Output of Generator Tube s

.

(i) Determination of Direc t-Gurrent Characteristics.

This determination is the usual step-by-step method of
determining the characteristic curves as described in any book
on radio measurements (such as Bureau of Standards Circular 74
p. £03) Fig, 3 shows the measuring instruments that are necessary
end the factors that it may be desirable to vary. The arrange-
ment that has been found convenient for use is shown in Fig. 4
in which

1. Switch for connecting- either miHi ammeter or sensitive
galvanometer in the grid circuit.

2. Grid ammeter short circuiting switch,
3. Reversing switch for grid ammeter,
4. Reversing switch for grid voltage,
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8 .

J o

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

Switch w,n& terminals for connecting grid voltmeter
Switch, for connecting Kg in parallel with Kg.
Switch for connecting to plate of small tube or terminal
at 18.
Grid return switch, connecting to 4- or - side of
filament

.

filament voltmeter connecting switch.
Plate ammeter short circuiting switch and terminals.
Plate voltmeter switch end terminals,

Plate voltage disconnecting switch,

14. Grid voltage terminals,
1 5. Gri d v0 1 trne te r

,

16. filament voltage terminals,
17. Standard receiving tube socket,
18. PermincJ.s for non-standard or high power tube,
19. Plate voltmeter,
20. Short circuiting switch and terminals for plate impedance
21. Short circuiting switch and terminals for grid impedance

pjh Terminals for plate voltage,

24 . Galvan©mete r shun t

,

25. Grid Milliameter,
26. Filament voltmeter
27= Filament ammeter.
28. Plate milliammeter

,

29. Grid voltage disconnecting switch,
30. Filament voltage disconnecting switch,
C]_ Mica .condenser 0.2 gif capacity,'
Co Mica condensers 0.1 /rf capacity,
H“[_ Grid voltage divider, 3000 ohms

,

Hg Filament rheostat, fine adjustment
R3 Filament rheostat, rough adjustment

Plate voltage divider, 2000 ohms.

The operations necessary to obtain the characteristic
curves of electron tubes consist of making filament, grid,
and plate current measurements with the filament, grid and
plate voltages set at any desired value varying one of these
by steps over a range sufficient to wive the desired curve.

The tube under test is placed in the socket, 17, and
switch 7 thrown to the left, if it is a standard receiving or
low power transmitting tube, or connected to the terminals,
18, and switch 7 thrown to the right if the tube is non-standard
or for high power . The plate circuit is disconnected from the
socket 17 and connected to terminal P at 18 for high power tubes
in order to prevent a. break down of the insulation on the small
socket when the high voltage used on large tubes is applied.



/
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Switches 20 and 21 are closed.

The grid voltage, of a value slightly higher than the
highest required for the measurement is applied -to the
terminals, 14, and connected by 'the switch, 29, which is
fused with 0.5 ampere fuse wire, to the voltage divider R-j_

and by moving the slider on R the voltage applied to the
tube may be varied continuously from zero to the value applied
at 14 This voltage is measured by the voltmeter, 15, when
switchyg is closed, and may be reversed by means of switch
4; the grid being positive with 4 to the right and negative
with 4 to the left. The grid voltage is ordinarily measured
from the negative side of the filament, but by means of switch
8

,
the grid return m..y be connected to either side of the

filament, to the negative with 8 left and positive with 8 right.

The grid current is read on the milliammeter 25, or on
the sensitive galvanometer, either one of which is connected in
the grid circuit by switch 1. The milliammeter is used 'to
measure grid currents of about 0,02 to 200 milliamperes, but
for smaller currents, the more sensitive galvanometer is used.
Its sensitivity can be varied by the shunt 24, calibrations
being necessary for each value of the shunt resistance. In
order to measure ' current flowing in either direction, the re-
versing switch 3, is provided, the current flow being positive,'
i.e., from grid to filament in the tube, when 3 is to the right,
and negative with 3 to the left. The grid voltage divider and
measuring instruments are shunted by the condenser 0 -p to by-
pass radio-frequency current when this circuit is used, to make the
power output measurements described below.

The filament voltage is applied to terminals 16, and
connected by switch 30, through the filament ammeter 27, and
rheostat Rg and R3 to the filament terminals of 17 and 18, the
voltage across the filament terminals being indicated by volt-
meter 26 when switch 9 is closed. This switch should always be n
open when a djusting the filament current as the current taken by
the voltmeter flows through the ammeter 27 and may cause appre-
ciable error, particularly with tubes using a small filament
current.

The plate voltage is connected to terminals 22 and 23,
The voltage on 23 should not exceed oh out 200 volts ..s it is

connected through switch 13 to the voltage divider R4 ,
any

higher voltage necessary being connected to terminals 22 ,

Since 22 aid 23 arc in series, connection should be made to
both of these in order to complete the plate circuit. Switches
12 and 13 arc fused with 0,5 ampere fuse wire.
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the plate voltage is
connected to 23, and

at

By changing the slider on R^,
over a range afforded hy the voltage
total voltage applied to the plate, being the sum of th.

tained from the voltage divider and that connected to 2

measured by the voltmeter 19. By means of switch 11, t

voltmeter can be connected directly to the plate (switch 11 to

to measure the actual voltage acting between plate
J
r. nr I 11 to vi o-Vi +-. \ -fcn thA OOSitiVe sirlfi rvF fh p vnl

’ >

the

varied
the
ob-
is

left) so as

to the
side of the voltage

circuit, excluding
and filament, or (11 to right) to the
supply to measure the voltage applied oxxov.x u, w^x^
the drop across any impedance inserted in the circuit at 20.
for ardinary characteristics 11 is thrown to the left and
switches 20 o,nd 21 are closed.

The plate current is read on the mill iammeter 28, which
is in series in the plate circuit and can be short circuited
by the switch 10, when not in use. The capacity Cp is Shunted
across the voltage supply and measuring instruments to bypass
high-frequency current when this circuit is used for power out-
put measurements.

Measurements for the two most important characteristic
curves having grid and plate current plotted against grid volt-
age, with constant filament current and plate voltage are made
simultaneously. With the tube in place, and the proper voltages
connected, the filament current is adjusted to its proper value,
having switch 9 open while reading the cm rent, the plate voltage
adjusted and the grid voltage increased toward the negative
(switch 4 to the left) until the plate cm rent has been decreased
to zero, reading the grid voltage and current. Now the grid
voltage is decreased to zero by steps, at each setting the grid
voltage and current and plate current being recorded, then
switch 4 is thrown to the right and the voltage increased posi-
tively, readings being made as before. The plate voltage is read
each time to insure that it remains constant. The filament
current will vary according to the amount of electron current
flowing in the tube. When a positive grid voltage is applied
to the tube, great care should be taken to prevent the high
plate current from overheating the tube; by leaving the grid
voltage on no longer than necessary to obtain readings . This
applies more to power tubes than receiving tubes, since high
grid voltages are not necessary for receiving tube character-
istics. When the grid voltage has been varied over a range
sufficient for the characteristic, a few check points are taken
to insure that the tube has remained constant during the run.

It may be found necessary to adjust the plate voltage each

time readings are made as there may be an appreciable voltage

drop in the plate voltage divider, R4 caused by the plate current,
which changes as the grid voltage is varied.
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Tubes should be left with the filament burnigg and the

normal plate voltage applied for 2 to 5 minutes before making
measurements

.

Other characteristics may be obtained in a like manner,
adjusting the voltages or currents it is desired to hold <x> in-

stant first, then varying the remaining ones by steps.

(2) Power Output Measurements.

The arrangement shown in Pig. 4 may be used to control
and measure the various currents and voltages of the electron
tube when it is used to furnish power to a tuned circuit. The
power output of a tube under any fixed condition can be measured
by the use of this circuit. Tor the case of an inductively-
coupled circuit Tig. 5 shows the arrangement used the notation
being the sane as in Tig. 4.

Measurements are made by connecting to the terminals 20,
Tig. 4, e. suitable radio frequency oscillatory circuit of known
constants. After adjusting the tubes uo the desired operating
conditions, the radio frequency current is measured, and the power
calculated from the circuit resistance and current. Several
coils of varying sizes are provided for the grid and plate
coupling coils. The plate and grid coils are respectively mount-
ed on the terminal blocks 20 and 21, If an inductively-coupled
circuit such as the "Meissner Circuit" is used ’{see Bureau of
Standards Circular 74 p. 210, Principles Underlying Radio Com-
munication, p. 493) the coil for the tuned circuit is so con-
structed that the grid and plate coils fit into it and the coils
are so arranged tiw.t the mutual inductance between any two of
them may be varied.

The tuned circuit containing a hot-wire ammeter is con-
nected to the coils, the tube voltages adjusted to the desired
value and the alternating current I recorded. The radio-fre-
quency resistance R, is measured by means of the resistanee-
variat ion method* at the frequency at which the circuit is used.

^Bureau of Standards Circular 74 page ISO .

The power output is, in watts.

P 0 - IE R

From the d.e. plate input voltage
,
measured by voltmeter

19, and current Ip measured by milliammeter 28, the power input P
is in watts

m = E-g I-g watts

and the efficiency, disregarding the grid and filament power is
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Unless 'charges are made in the setup connections, a
series plate voltage supply must he used. The capacity C

is connected across the plate power supply circuits and serves
as a bypass for radio—frequency currents when the power
measurement is made. The coupling coils and output coils pro-
vided are so constructed as to allow their use in direct coupl-
ed, semi-direct coupled or inductively coupled, output circuit.

III. Do fee t ion Pact or .

Various detection facto rs have been proposed* to expr es s
~ Stuart Ballantine Proc I.HiS-

,
April 1919

L. M. Hull Radio Laboratory Report, Bureau of Standards CR134d
John R. Carson, ' Proc I.R.E. April 1919
Hulbert & Breit, Phys . Rev. IS. 1920 p, 274 and p. 408
H.J. van dor Bi/jl, n Thermionic Vac uurn tubos" page 539

the merits of the electron tube as a detector. A factor to
be useful should be readily determinable and simple of appli-
cation in desired calculation. The audio-frequency output
voltage (or current) produced by the rectification of a com-
pletely modulated radio—frequency input varies for most de-
tector tubes over a limited voltage range approximately as the
square of the input voltage. So for a load of given impedance
in the plate circuit, the ratio of the voltage across this
load to the square of the input voltage will be nearly a con-
stant over this limited range of voltages. This ratio forms
a convenient detection factor which may be readily determined
with the tube under actual operating conditions. (This factor
is used in calculations by L.M.Hull in the report mentioned
above )

.

The method of measurement can be understood by reference
to Rig. 5. it consists ox applying a completely modulated
radio-frequency voltage to the input of the tube and measur-
ing the audio-frequency output by comparison with a known
audio-frequency voltage of the same frequency.

The complete circuit arrangement is shown in Pig. 7 in
which the following legends arc used.

1. Leads to radio frequency supply
2. Leads to audio frequency supply
3. Terminals connected to input of tube under tost
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4. Terminals connected to incut of tube under test
5. iPI)T switch
6. Galvanometer shunt
7. Vacuum Thermoelement of low resistance,
8. 3-stage cudio-frequency amplifier (resistance coupled)
9o Audio frequeue y transformer

10 « Grid leak, 2 magohms and 2,5 volt battery in input
circuit of amplifier.

11. Mica Condenser, 0,02 microfarads capacity
12. Crystal detector ( carborundum) ( These may he replaced

( Tjy th e rrno e le men t and
13 o Mi 11 iammet er , { galvanome ter
14. Filament battery terminals,
15 I)P3T switch
C, Variable condenser, maximum capacity 0.005 microfarad.
G. Sensitive galvanone t si ('low resistance)
L^ and L 9 radio—frequency coupling coils
?a Radio—frequency link resistance
R^ Decade resistance box 0-1000 ohms

Rg Resistance box
3
0-10000 ohms

V. Hot wire voltmeter, 0-30,0-150 volts

The tube and measuring apparatus are completely enclosed
in a grounded screen wire cage which shields the apparatus
from the radio generator and from stray radio signals or distur-
bances, and is supplied with modulated radio frequency and
audio frequency current from apparatus outisde of the cage.

The modulated
tube radi o—fr e quenc y °~p

oy am electron-
a metal lined

3 meters from the cage. The wave length

•adio frequency is supplied
m crating set enclosed in

box and placed about 3 meters from the cap

of the generated radio frequency is variable over the range de-
sired. The plate voltage is about 120 volts alternating current
supplied by a small 500—cycle motor generator, which also
furnishes through a step-down transformer 30 volts to the leads

The radio frequency, adjusted to the wave length at
which measurements are to be made, is introduced into the
cage by means of coils L-, and L0 ,

the coupling of which can be
varied. The coil L0 outside the cage,, has an inductance of
about 140 microhenries and since it is in an untuned circuit is
used over the entire range of wave lengths. Two coils are used
at Lj in the tuned circuit, Lq—C—15-7—R, inside the cage, to
cover the range of wave lengths required, one the same size as
Lg used from 600-1500 meters, and a larger coil having an in-
ductance of about 860 microhenries used from 1500-4000 meters.
This input circuit is tuned to the radio-frequency current in Lc
by varying the condenser 0.
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The input to the tube is the iE drop across the resis-
tance 3 due to the radio-frequency current flowing through E,
and is varied by using different values of ?. and varying she
current through R by changing 0, This current is measured
by the thermoelement 7 and galvanometer G- which are calibrated
with the shunt 6 . The resistances used at E are standard high-

frequency link resistances 1 ’' varying from 0 to 50 ohms. They

See Bure au o f Standards Circular 74 page 17 5_.

i iTU S l> 0 C !*" 0Cm S3 U1 O U. .
, ,

_ .

occasionally on a direct current bridge to

tance as they do not remain, constant.
check their res is—

The grounded input terminal at 3 nay be connected to
either the negative or positive side of the filament. Short
leads should be used in all connections to the tube.

The audi o—frequency comparison voltage is supplied to the
switch 5 through shielded leads by the voltage divider at
Eg, consisting of a resistance E-| variable by one ohm steps
from '0—1000 ohms to which are connected the leads into the
cage, in series with resistance E? variable from 0-10000 ohms
in 10 ohm steps. The voltmeter V and supply voltage from the
500 cycle generator are connected across R-^ Ph, as indicated.

When either the audio-frequency output voltage of the
tube under test or the comparison voltage obtained from the
voltage divider is connected to the input of the voltage-in-
dicating circuit by switch 5, it is amplifier by the three-
stage audio-frequency amplifier 8 and transformer 9 causing
an alternating current to flow in the circuit 9, 12, 13, This
current is rectified by the crystal detector 12, and deflects
the milliammeter 13.

With the frequency of the radio frequency generating set
adjusted to the desired value and switch 5 up resistance links
are inserted at R, always opening 15 before removing- a l ink
at E , increasing E until a suitable deflection is obtained on
th e mil 1 iame ter 13 *

The comparison voltage is now connected to the voltage-
indieating circuit by throwing switch 5 down, and E-, and Eg
are adjusted until approximately the same deflection on the
milliammeter is obtained as previously. Switch 5 is thrown
to the up position again and the tube input varied by varying
C, it being equipped with a small variable condenser for fine
cLc.Raetm.ent

;
until exactly the same deflection is obtained with

switch 5 either up or down. The audio output ' voltage ©t is
now equal to the comparison voltage across E^

s
and since the

voltage E across Ey and Eg measured by voltmeter V, is known,
the tube output voltage -
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e., - E Rl

+ Ho

The galvanometer being calibrated, the current, i
9

flowing through R is obtained from the galvanometer deflee—
ti on

,
and the radio input voltage

ej_ = i R

From the definition given above the detection factor

k = o j.~ b

These measurements are repeated at different frequencies
if desired.

This detection factor ha
be specified with a given load in
for a comparison of several
stant and a good factor for

u 11

8

dib
J- "U

ctcL"V 3j

e elate
ige that it must
.rcuit

»

ubes thi:

However
load may be keot con—

TOedging the tubes is given

«





FIG.I.(a) INTERNAL INPUT RESISTANCE (r^)

WHEN THERE IS SILENCE IN THE PHONES T

FIG.I.Cb) INTERNAL OUTPUT RES ISTANCE (If.)

WHEN THERE IS SILENCE IN THE PHONES T

Tp R
‘a

FIG. I .(c) AMPLI FICATION COEFFICIENT^
WHENTHEREIS SILENCE IN THE PHONES.

T
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SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF CHARACTERISTIC CURVE SET-UP
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SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF CIRCUIT FOR MEASUREMENT OF POWER

OUTPUT OF ELECTRON TUBES.
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